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Solution Overview
Identity verification and authentication to capture revenue, remove friction, and deter fraud
IDology’s real-time, integrated technology platform verifies and authenticates an individual’s identity for companies that conduct 
business online. IDology employs robust identity verification processes that support a layered approach via a platform that enables 
dynamic decisioning and scoring. 

IDology provides the only solution featuring an on-demand and completely customizable experience, giving you total control over the 
entire identity proofing process.

Identity Verification Solutions

• ExpectID® - Locates a valid identity 
based on only name and address; can 
incorporate SSN4 and DOB

• ExpectID® with International Data 
Seamlessly verifies international 
identities, deters fraud, and drives 
revenue using global data integrated 
into IDology’s flagship ExpectID platform

• ExpectID® Age - Confirms someone’s age 
and identity; supports COPPA compliance

• ExpectID® Name to Phone Match 
Matches names to phone numbers to 
verify identities and deter fraud

Authentication Solutions

• ExpectID® IQ - Confirms identity through 
a series of dynamically generated 
multiple-choice questions

• ExpectID® Customer-Based 
Authentication - Confirms identity using 
proprietary customer data to generate 
multiple-choice questions

Fraud Prevention Solutions

• ExpectID® GeoTrace - Verifies identity 
and location by examining an IP address

• ExpectID® Email - Analyzes email 
address attributes to identify potentially 
fraudulent email credentials

• ExpectID® Score - Creates a custom 
risk-based score to enhance the identity 
verification process

• ExpectID® Deliverable Address 
Verification - Uses high-quality, accurate 
address location data from IDology 
partner Loqate to determine whether or 
not an address is deliverable

• ExpectID® Mobile Attributes - Uses 
mobile account details to identify high-
risk indicators

• IDology Consortium Fraud Network - 
Improves fraud mitigation by leveraging 
known fraud attributes from across the 
IDology Network

Digital Authentication Solutions

• ExpectID® Secure One-Time Verify 
Eliminates one-time passcodes by 
deploying a secure link via SMS; 
leverages real-time mobile network 
operator data to increase trust and 
reduce friction

Document Review Solutions

• ExpectID® Scan Onboard - Scan and 
validate a photo ID and extract identity 
data to remove friction from customer 
onboarding

• ExpectID® Scan Verify - Scan and validate 
a photo ID, verify identity information, 
and perform additional risk analysis for 
address, SSN, and OFAC

• ExpectID® Barcode Scan - Scan and 
validate the barcode on a photo ID  

Compliance Solutions

• ExpectID® PA - Verifies that an individual 
complies with the rules and regulations 
of the USA PATRIOT Act

Delivery Methods
Our solutions can be deployed in a wide 
variety of environments, including:

• Web portals 
• APIs
• Mobile apps 
• IVRs 
• Batch uploads

Advantages You Can Expect
IDology products deliver the following 
process improvements while helping your 
company deter fraud and drive revenue:

• Faster approval & higher locate rates
• Decreased manual review
• Improved customer satisfaction
• Comprehensive reporting
• Flexible control of an on-demand, user-

friendly system

Schedule a Demo Today!
Call:  (866) 520-1234
Email:  info@IDology.com
Web:  www.IDology.com

About IDology
IDology, a GBG company, provides real-
time technology solutions that verify an 
individual’s identity in consumer-not-
present environments.


